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The durable and convenient Kansas and Nebraska EasyToFold state map will take all the wear and

tear your journey can dish out. The heavy-duty laminated design allows you to mark your route,

make notes, then wipe the surface clean for further use. This is a must-have for navigation whether

you're a state resident or just passing through. Easy to fold means no fumbling Heavy-duty

lamination allows you to write on, wipe off Durable and tear resistant Folds to display individual map

sections Full-color maps with enhanced cartography Clearly indicated highways, county boundaries,

points of interest, and more Quick-reference legend and city index Copyright 2017 Product

DetailsDimensions: 9" x 4.25" folded; 18" x 17" unfolded.

Series: Easyfinder Maps

Map

Publisher: Rand McNally; Laminated Map edition (August 17, 2017)
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The map is OK, but I rate it as 2 stars because I don't recommend it and wouldn't buy it again. The

map is small, compact and is easy to fold.. Smaller than I expected - my fault, I'm sure the

dimensions are listed. I wish I had gotten the standard paper map. NOTE:  Prime arrived in four

days. Not the two days promised. Another late delivery which is becoming the norm.Con: Type is

small.Does not show railroads.It cannot be read while driving. The type is too small.Pro: I think I can

write on it with an erasable marker.

Great map series. I highly recommend any state map of this type! For one that uses good old

fashion paper maps, this product is for you.I also use these to confirm what my GPS says! Nothing



like redundancy!! I have used the free state maps you get from welcome centers or other venues

when travelling & had problems with them tearing along the folds or simply wearing out. This

eliminates this problem. These maps should last indefinitely & with the economy tanking, I don't

expect any radical changes or many new hwys to be built in the near future. However should there

be new highways, these maps could easily be drawn on with any marker to modify the map. Great

product & well worth the $$!!

I am really old-school about "real maps". I bought them for the entire Midwest and all southern

states when we moved to Chicago from the west five years ago and have been using them on road

trips ever since. When our family went to a drive-through coffee establishment early one morning

this spring break in eastern Kansas, our barista said, "I remember maps! Where are you going?

Don't you have a smart phone?" In fact, the three of us had four of them between us, but if you want

to get a real sense of the distance between places then a "real map" is the ne plus ultra. I placed six

of these RM maps border-to-border on a hotel bed our first night of a 2,150 mile journey looking at

colleges and our son finally appreciated (if not the effort we were making on his behalf, then at

least) the journey he'd be making to and from Chicago to the college of his choice. Happy Travels!

Picked up to replace an old paper map that finally fell apart. Figured that being laminated, this map

would be able to withstand more abuse than my old map. Well... it does! The only potential

downside I've seen thus far is that, as has been mentioned before, it's smaller and less detailed

than the average paper map. However, it does show all major routes, which means it suits my

purposes fine!

My favorite maps for trips especially motorcycle trips because they fold easy and are weatherproof.

writing is a bit small

Great map - love the easy fold and the fact that it is laminated!! Wonderful!

I find this great for marking, with washable markers, the route we will be taking each day and then

cleaning it off for the next days trip. It also won't tear like a paper map might.
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